DRONE VOLT
Presents its latest innovations to the US Government and
other international news
Villepinte, August 28, 2017
DRONE VOLT, an industrial drone manufacturer, is pleased to announce the successful demonstration
carried out by Daniel Roe, Executive Vice President of Sales in the US, and the US-based R&D team (Rapid
City, South Dakota) (US Department of the Interior, US Forest Department, US Department of Energy, etc.).
The HERCULES 5 UF, a wired industrial drone with unlimited flight time, developed and built by DRONE VOLT,
equipped with a thermal camera and a x30 zoom, has been inundated with success and interest from governmental
organizations, impressed by the camera’s quality, definition but also the image’s precision as well its stability and
system reliability. The x30 zoom lets you perform facial recognition at more than 100 meters and records license
plates from up to 400 meters.
"This recent demonstration is completely in line with DRONE VOLT Group's international development strategy.
Several HERCULES orders will be finalized by September 2017, which reflects the strong interest for our company's
technological expertise in aeronautics", said Olivier Gualdoni, CEO of DRONE VOLT.
In France, the first deliveries from the HERCULES range took place this summer 2017. These deliveries went to
large companies specialized in the defense sector. The interest shown by many major players in different sectors
suggests that other international groups could soon confirm the acquisition of drones in the HERCULES range, which
are entirely manufactured in France at the DRONE VOLT production unit in Villepinte. DRONE VOLT should double
the quantities of delivered HERCULES drones in the third quarter compared to the first two quarters.
Following the successful integration of the first acquisition, DANDRONE in Denmark, which allowed DRONE VOLT
Scandinavia to double in size (with a cumulative turnover of 2 MEUR) and achieve financial balance, DRONE VOLT
is actively and very selectively seeking other targets.
All DRONE VOLT press releases are available at www.dronevolt.com / Investisseurs
You may find more information on Drone Volt in English at www.abid.co/EPA.ALDRV
To receive all press releases for free, subscribe to Actusnews
To receive the company newsletter, write: finance@dronevolt.com

About DRONE VOLT
Founded in 2011, DRONE VOLT has offices in France, Benelux, Canada, Denmark, the United States and Switzerland
and specializes in the design and commercialization of civilian drones for professional use. As a global partner, it offers
its customers turnkey professional solutions, including a variety of services and pilot training.
This young, innovative company, which achieved a turnover of €6.8 million in 2016 (+90%), is the leader in audiovisual
drones. It also provides administration and industrial services for aerial photography. Its customers include FRANCE
TELEVISIONS, TF1, la Gendarmerie des Transports Aériens (GTA), POINT.P, etc. DRONE VOLT has been qualified
as an "Innovative Enterprise" by Bpifrance.
DRONE VOLT is listed on the Euronext Growth Paris Exchange :
Share: Symbol: ALDRV.PA - ISIN code: FR0013088606 - Eligible: PEA, PEA-SME
BSA: Symbol: DRVBS - ISIN code: FR001286054
For more information go to www.dronevolt.com
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